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Economists at the Harvard Equality of Opportunity Project have found convincing 

evidence, released earlier this month, that where children grow up matters. The 

longer they and their families live in “good” counties, the more likely they are to 

attend college, have good jobs and avoid having single-parent babies.

In an earlier column, I noted that the part of the Harvard study analyzing data from

3,138 counties lists Alachua among the “bad” places to raise children.

Far more interesting than where we rank among counties are two questions: Why 

do we rank low? And what can we do about it?

As to why, I have found the answer. Whoa, let me qualify that. What I have done is 

add two variables to the Harvard study that, together, fully explain our low rank in 

a statistical sense. The first variable represents the states that contain the counties. 

The second is the presence of a university that overshadows the rest of the local 

economy.

The variable for states is the easier one. Only 10 percent of U.S. residents live in 

states that fall below Florida in offering good neighborhoods for growing up.
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The reasons are clear. Florida is a poor state masquerading as a rich one. Average 

income for the bottom 99 percent is close to the lowest in the country, whereas 

Florida’s 1-percenters are rich, indeed. With the help of gerrymandering and their 

wealth, they dominate state politics.

Florida’s wealthy express concern about our children, and many of them help 

generously. But others and probably the majority fight to keep their taxes low. Add 

to that the many retirees who also express concern about our youths but vote for 

low taxes, our lack of an income tax, and our low-wage jobs serving retirees and 

tourists, and you have it.

That leaves the variable of large universities. For counties with both a large 

university and total population under half a million, I coded the number of 

university students. Then from that group of counties, I eliminated those that were 

part of a metropolitan area with 1 million people or more. That left 50 university 

counties.

No matter how I compare those 50 counties to similar ones, the statistical 

relationship between the presence of a dominating university and negative 

neighborhood effects of their counties on children is robust. Why? Without caveats 

and nuances, here are relevant differences between large universities and other 

major employers:

Universities, by paying no property taxes, constrain funding for local public 

services.

University students out-compete local less-skilled youths for jobs.
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Attracting graduate students and hiring their most-skilled workers globally and 

drawing undergraduates from across their states, universities neglect local 

education.

University faculty and administrators, focused on their national reputations, and 

national and state funding, slack off on building the local community.

Vocal faculty oppose development, making housing less affordable and good jobs 

harder to attract.

Of course, many host communities would be next to nothing without their 

universities. The issue is that given that they exist, why do they raise children 

poorly? Can they do better?

The ideas above guide many of my own views about local policy. We need to create 

more high-quality jobs in order to dilute the consequences of the University of 

Florida’s exemption from the tax base and the supply of students on the market for 

less-skilled labor. We must attract more high-tech and manufacturing firms.

But I concede that as far as I know these ideas about university places remain 

unproven. At least the data for the Harvard Equality of Opportunity Project do 

allow comparisons. Importantly, by standard measures, university counties have 

substantially greater income inequality and are three times as residentially 

segregated by income. They isolate their low-income residents — out of sight, out of

mind. On these measures, Alachua County is even worse than the typical university 

county, by a lot.

Median house prices in university counties are 45 percent higher and median rent 

is 40 percent higher. Though housing costs in Alachua County exceed those in most

counties, they are lower than the average for university counties.
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The Harvard study reflects how we raised children one to two decades ago. Though 

communities evolve slowly, Gainesville has taken a new direction since then. City 

governments, UF, the Chamber of Commerce and others display a new 

commitment to creating high-valued jobs, as Santa Fe College continues its strong 

support. The school board now seems dedicated to fighting for students.

We’re getting there.

David Denslow is a local economist. He can be reached at denslow@ufl.edu.
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